Prosino Borgosesia Rings, world leader manufacturer of spinning rings,
launches on the Chinese market the Double Life Ring
Prosino, the renowned Italian spinning & twisting ring manufacturer, presents at ITMA Asia 2014 the
Reversible Ring, the money saving reversible ring for the first time available on the Chinese market.
The Italian technology provided by Prosino, the world ring leader with an annual production of 9 million
rings and a presence worldwide since 1946, allows to double the life of spinning rings and to cut ring
renovations cost.

The Reversible Ring is now available for Chinese frames: producers just
have to replace the existing ring with the double life ring with a special
aluminium adaptor. This is a smart solution, that allows the spinners to
get the maximum benefit at the minimum cost.

100% MADE IN ITALY

NORMAL RING

DOUBLE LIFE RING WITH ADAPTOR

The advantages are the following:
1. DOUBLE RING LIFE: the ring can be used twice, since it has two flanges. When the first flange is
over, the ring can be flipped in order to use the second one.
2. UNLIMITED LIFE OF THE HOLDER: The spinner keeps the holder for a lifetime (no wear on this
component).
3. ENERGY SAVING: 40% less weight

4. NO PROBLEM IN THE RING FITTING: The holder replicates exactly the fitting part of the ring.
Absolutely no problem in the fitting on the ring rails.

5. RUST PROTECTION: The ring comes with a special carbon coating that protect the rings from
rust aggression
The Reversible Rings are available on request for all kind of spinning frames.

Prosino, we keep the world spinning!
Prosino will take part at ITMA ASIA + CITME 2014 at SNIEC - Hall W5 - Stand E09
For information and contacts about Prosino Borgosesia Rings in China:
Mr. Damon Ma
BESTEX TRADING COMPANY
ROOM 2301 B3－B4, NAM FUNG CENTER
264 CASTLE PEAK ROAD
TSUEN WAN, HONG KONG
Mobile: ＋86 - 13310885610
佰利纺织贸易公司
香港荃湾青山公路264号南丰中心2301 B3-B4室
联络：马颸翀
电话：13310885610
电邮：bestexhkg@yahoo.com.hk
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